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ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP



Great attorneys start
with Write.law.

Join the AmLaw 100 firms, courts, and other professionals who
use Write.law to hone their legal skills. 

WRITING SKILLS TECHNOLOGY PRACTICE SKILLS

Level up your lawyering.
WIN OVER DECISION-MAKERS

SAVE TIME

Slash hours preparing briefs
and wrangling all your tech
tools.

Win over decision-makers like
judges, clients, and colleagues. 

IMPRESS

Impress clients and
colleagues with top-notch
work product. 

NO GUESS WORK

TRAIN ON YOUR SCHEDULE

Use our bite-sized lessons to
see results in just 15 minutes a
day. 

Learn techniques used by top
attorneys.

HAVE FUN

Stay engaged with animated
videos and interactive
simulations. 
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Blended Learning

Get access to over 1,000 bite-
sized and on-demand lessons
covering the ins-and-outs of legal
writing, technology for lawyers,
and core practice skills.

E-Learning Live Workshops
Boost your skills in virtual
workshops with law professor Joe
Regalia and other top legal
training experts—straight from
your home or office.

300+ HOURS

30+ SIMULATIONS

Cement new skills with 30+
writing, tech, and practice
simulations.

Unlock over three hundred
hours of online, on-demand
legal skills training.

LIVE TRAINING

VIDEO LESSONS

Use videos, quizzes, and
simulations to make what you
learn in each workshop stick.

Learn new skills live with
Professor Joe Regalia and other
top-notch legal trainers.

WATCH ANYTIME

Come back anytime to re-
watch the workshop and
access your workbook, online
lessons, and cheat sheets.

25+ E-BOOKS

Review what you learned in e-
books keyed to specific lessons
and come back to review your
notes.
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"If a company registers shares
of its common stock pursuant
to  § 456 U.S.C 321, a
Stockholder may at any time
require said Company to
register not less than 250,000
of the Shares under said act."

Wordy phrases

Abstract names or titles

Archaic legalese

GO FROM THIS

"If a company wants to
register some of its common
stock under the Securities Act,
the company's shareholders
can force it to register at least
250,000 shares."

Use red flags to spot
wordy phrases

Take control of your
legal vocab 

Distill key points so they
resonate 

TO THIS

Level up your legal writing.
ELEVATED STYLE

TELL STORIES

Use stories to tap into emotions
and overcome biases. 

Learn the style moves used by
the nation's top advocates. 

BETTER RULES

Craft rules that help you win by
framing and persuading. 

GET ORGANIZED 

WALKTHROUGHS

See writing techniques in action
in real-world examples.

Organize points at every level—
from sentences to sections.

CHEAT SHEETS

Keep skills sharp with dozens of
downloadable cheat sheets

Write Like the Best
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Level up your tech skills.
TECH SKILLS

PROCESSIFY

Use processes to save time and
produce better work product.

Simple strategies for getting
more out of your tech tools.

AUTOMATION

Automate busywork so you can
focus on what really matters.

MASTER CORE TOOLS

LEGAL TECH

Pick up basic skills for key legal
tech like e-discovery.  

Get more out of basic tools like
Word, Excel, and email. 

NON-LEGAL TECH

Learn how non-legal tech tools
can transform your practice. 

Develop a better relationship with technology and get more from
the core tools you use everyday.

Get Tech Dangerous
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Level up your practice skills.

Take control of your personal
habits and workflows. 

Strategies to build credibility
with clients and colleagues.

Deliver on projects by staying
organized and on schedule.

Develop research strategies to
find and use the best authority. 

Present with confidence to
judges, clients, and colleagues.

Productivity hacks to get more
done and stay on schedule.

MAKE GOOD IMPRESSIONS

SET UP YOUR PRACTICE

TACKLE PROJECTS

PRESENT LIKE A PRO

HONE RESEARCH SKILLS

GET PRODUCTIVE

FIRST DAY TAKEAWAYS PRESENTATIONS DESIGN THINKING

TACKLING PROJECTS PRODUCTIVITY MAKING GOOD 
IMPRESSIONS

Boost Practice Skills
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How It Works
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THREE CORE LEGAL SKILLS

FOUR WAYS TO LEARN

LEGAL WRITING TECH SKILLS PRACTICE SKILLS

LEARN BY TOPIC

Learn new writing, tech, and
practice techniques on your own
schedule. You can pick up a new
skill in as little as 15 minutes—
and come back any time to
practice.

GUIDED LEARNING

Get week-by-week, guided
journeys covering everything you
need to become a great writer,
get tech competent, or develop
essential practice skills.

DEEP-DIVE COURSES

Dive deeper into specific legal
writing and tech topics with
interactive courses from
renowned law professor Joe
Regalia.

LIVE WORKSHOPS

Boost your skills in virtual
workshops with Prof. Regalia
and other top legal training
experts. Finally get world-class
workshops  straight from the
office or home.

Our Annual Membership unlocks all Write.law content—from guided skill
paths to deep-dive courses to six live workshops every year. Level up your
training with the #1 legal skills platform.



$99/yr
500+ lessons and counting
covering 18 legal writing topics

LEGAL WRITING SKILLS

100+ lessons covering over 30
tech categories and tools

TECH SKILLS

Dozens of lessons on essentials
for becoming a great attorney

PRACTICE SKILLS

Unlocks all Write.law 
content and live 
workshops

ANNUAL MEMBERHSIP

Courses on legal writing,
analysis, and tech skills.

PREMIUM COURSES

Hone your skills in up to six
workshops each year with Prof.
Regalia and other top legal
training experts.

6 LIVE WORKSHOPS

Level up your lawyering.
Use code WL4TXLIT at checkout.  

Try for Free

Pricing
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Active Texas Bar Litigation 
Section Members get over 80% off!

https://www.write.law/?utm_source=write.law+brochure&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=annual_membership_brochure
https://www.write.law/?utm_source=write.law+brochure&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=annual_membership_brochure



